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A WORD FROM THE EDITOR

Events
Florida Supercon
Unfortunately we did not have a June meeting due the
July 1-4
shooting at Pulse (.3 miles away from the Brick and Fire). There
Miami Beach Convention Center
was a fundraiser for the victims at The Geek Easy (at A Comic
1901 Convention Center Drive,
Shop). It featured concert by local musical acts with fannish
Miami Beach, FL.
songs. It was very successful. The Rich Weirdoes, the local
$85 for 4 Days pre con
Rocky Horror group, donated money from two of their
Guests:
performances to Pulse related charities.
Collen Doran (comic artist)
There were two big literary events in Orlando this
Jill Thompson (comic artist)
week. The Orlando Bookfair had many local writers including
Elliot S! Maggin (comic writer)
OASIS panelist Bill Hatfield. The fair was held at the Orange
William Shatner (Kirk, Star Trek)
County public library and invited Chuck Wendig, a John W.
Walter Koenig (Pavel Chekov, Star Trek)
Campbell Award finalist. The American Library Association
Karl Urban (McCoy, new Star Trek)
held its annual conference at the Orange County Convention
Arthur Darvill (Rory, Doctor Who)
Center. Note SFF writers Charlie Jane Anders, Katherine
Michael Dorn (Worf, Star Trek:TNG)
Addison, Catherynne Valente and Brian Stavely did a panel on
Tara Strong (voice actress)
writing speculative fiction. Tor, the Science Fiction writers of
Steve Blum (voice actor)
(Continued on page 2)
and many more
www.floridasupercon.com
Dice Tower V
June 6-10
Caribe Royale Resort
8101 World Center Drive,
Orlando FL, 32821
Sold out
Gaming
www.boardgaming.info/convention/
Comic Book Connection
July 9-10
Holiday Inn
11083 Nurseryfields Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32256
$5 at the door
thecomicbookconnection.com

Birthdays
Steve Cole—July 28

Ancient City Con 10
June 15-17
Prime F. Osborn Convention Center
1000 Water Street
Jacksonville, FL 32204
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OASFiS People

July OASFiS Calendar
4th of July Party
12:30 PM, Juan’s House.

Steve Cole
Susan Cole

OASFiS Business Meeting
Sunday, July 10, 1:30 PM, Orange County Library
(Downtown Orlando, 101 E. Central Boulevard
Orlando, Florida 32806) Come join us as we discuss the
2016 Hugo nominees.

Arthur Dykeman

SciFi Lite
TBA.

To contact for more info:
OASFiS Business Meeting

Steve Grant
Mike Pilletere
David Ratti
Juan Sanmiguel

Patricia Wheeler
407-823-8715

407-275-5211
407-275-5211
sacole@mindspring.com
407-328-9565
adykeman@bellsouth.net
352 241 0670
stevegrant@embarqmail.com
mike-sf@webbedfeet.com
407-282-2468
dratti@eudoramail.com
407-823-8715
sanmiguel@earthlink.net
407-832-1428
pwheeler11@cfl.rr.com

Any of these people can give readers information about the
club and its functions. To be included in the list call Juan
America and the Horror Writers of America had booths in the
exhibit hall.
I am diligently reading the Hugo nominees to vote and
prepare for my Hugo presentation this month.
See you next month.

Letters of Comments
706-24 Eva Rd.
Etobicoke, ON
CANADA M9C 2B2

It certainly is awards season, and there are so many
given out. Does this diminish the value of an SF
award if there are so many of them?
I do not think so. In the film industry there are many
awards. There is the Oscar, Golden Globes, Writer’s
Guild Awards and SAG awards. These awards do not
detract from each other. The same goes for all the
SFFH Awards. All awards are a celebration for works
being nominated.

June 11, 2016

Dear OASFiSians:
Hello, all!, and thank you for issue 343 of the Event
Horizon. I will make this fast, down and dirty, and to
the point. Or die trying. Who am I kidding?

Myself…the job hunt continues, we’ve had our spring
conventions here, and now comes a series of craft
shows and outdoor events we’ll be vending at every
few weeks until we are off on our vacation in
England, where we will be immersing ourselves in
Harry Potter and steampunk. We’ve been saving for
this for years since we couldn’t go to the London
Worldcon, so we will have the fun we want.

There have been SF film festivals in Toronto over the
It’s a short loc, but then, it was a short zine. I hope
last few years, but lately, there’s been none. Perhaps
both zine and loc will be longer the next time, so we
they’ve become so common, they’re not special
enough for a film festival any more? We could use an will see you then.
SF play or two here, too. We often don’t get to events
like these because they are often simply too
expensive.
Yours, Lloyd Penney.
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$50 precon for 3 days
Guests:
Sandra Leigh (writer)
R.J. Jojola (writer)
Winfield Strock (writer)
And others
ancientcitycon.com
Southern Media Con
July 15-17
Springhill Suites Tampa Westshore Airport.
4835 W Cypress St
Tampa, FL
$40 for weekend precon, $50 at the door
southernmediacon.org
Infinity Con
July 16-17
Columbia County Fairgrounds
506 SW Bascom Norris Drive
Lake City, Florida
$27 precon
Guests: Glenda Finklestein
MarkWho42 (Fl DoctorWho podcaster)
And others
http://infinitycon.lakecityshows.com/
Metrocon
July 21-24
Tampa Convention Center
333 S. Franklin Street
Tampa, Florida 33602
$80 precon, $85 at the door
Guests:
Richard Ian Cox (Inuyasha, Inuyasha)
Christina Vee (voice actor)
Scott McNeill (voice actor)
and others
www.metroconventions.com
Comic Book Connection
July 30-31
Holiday Inn
137 Automall Circle
Daytona Beach, FL 32124
$5 at the door
thecomicbookconnection.com
Geeky Con
July 29-31
Orange County Convention Center
9400 Universal Boulevard
Orlando, FL 32819
Guests: Mark Oshiro (Hugo finalist Fan Writer)
Kim Rhodes (actress
Mary Kate Wiles (actress)
Daniel Jose Older (writer)
James Moran (writer, Doctor Who &
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Torchwood)
And many more
$49 for Fri & Sat, other packages on website
www.geekycon.com
Anime Festival Orlando 16
July 29-31
Wyndham Orlando Resort
8001 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819
Guests: Vic Mignogna (actor)
Aaron Dismuke (voice actor)
Stephanie Sheh (voice actor)
Veronica Taylor (voice actor)
John Swasey(voice actor)
Michael Sinterniklass (voice actor)
Ruben Langdon (actor)
Richie Branson (musician)
$55 for all three days pre-con
www.animefestivalorlando.com
LAMECon
July 30-31
Land o’ Lakes Library
2818 Collier Pkwy,
Land O Lakes, FL 34639
Guests: Adam Harrington (voice actor)
Robert Axelrod (actor)
And many more.
Free Admission
http://www.lamecon.com/

Megacon 2016
Megacon 2016 was held on May 26-29, 2016
at the Orange County Convention Center. Comic
Legend Stan Lee was the Guest of Honor. Other
guests included William Shatner (James Kirk,Star
Trek), George Takei (Hikaru Sulu, Star Trek),
Nichelle Nichols (Nyota Uhura, Star Trek), Billie
Piper (Rose Tyler, Doctor Who), John Barrowman
(Jack Harkness and Malcolm Merlyn, Torchwood and
Arrow), F rank Miller (comic book writer/artist, The
Dark Knight Returns), Peter David (comic book
writer, Spider-Man 2099), Gail Simone (comic
writer, Birds of Prey and Batgirl), and Stan Morrison
(artist)
The ownership of Megacon changed hands last
year. One change was there was little description of
the panels in the program book. If there were no
actors or groups involved in the presentation, the book
(Continued on page 4)
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did not indicate who was on the panel. I was
disappointed to find out that the local theater troop
Phantasmagoria did a horror panel after it had
occurred. Programming was still small for a
convention that size. There were barely 4 tracks of
programming. Dragoncon, which is the same size, has
over two dozen program tracks.
There was no Anime Music Video Contest this
year. Megacon changed the group doing Anime
Programming. It is not clear whether this is permanent
or temporary. I hope it is the latter since music videos
are a great way for fans to express themselves.
While the convention was big, it did not feel
oppressively crowded. The aisles in the Dealers Room
were wide enough to make walking around workable.
The hall was broken up into area for regular dealers,
artists, small press, and fan exhibits. The exhibits were
props from shows like the Batmobile, Bat Cycle and
Batcopter from the 1996 Batman series
DC Co-Publisher Dan DiDio introduced Frank
Miller, Klaus Janson, Brian Azzarello, and Andy
Kubert, the creative team for DC’s The Dark Knight
III: The Master Race. DiDio said that in the early
1980s, Batman was on the decline. DC was seriously
considering cancelling Detective Comics at the time.
Miller’s The Dark Knight Returns revitalized the
character. DiDio asked Miller how the original book
came about. Then publisher Jeanette Khan was
shaking things up at DC. The direct market (comic
book shops) was changing the industry. Khan and
Executive Editor Dick Giordano wanted Miller to
work on Batman. Miller was about to turn 30 and
dreaded it. This gave him the idea to write Batman as
a 50-year-old man. He also wanted Batman’s world to
look like America in the 1980s. Miller wanted to use
all the props in the Batman stories. He got the idea to
make Robin a girl from writer/artist John Byrne and
thought the costume worked better on a girl. Giordano
brought Janson to project as the inker. Janson had
worked with Miller on Daredevil and both were eager
to work together again. The first issue of The Dark
Knight Returns sold out quickly. Miller
recommended going to a second printing. This had
never happened at DC before and some were reluctant
to do it. Khan ordered a second printing. Fifteen years
later Miller wrote a sequel The Dark Strikes Again
(aka The Dark Knight II). Miller had more ideas about
the character and the Superman cartoons of the 1940s
inspired him to write the story. The idea of Wonder
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Woman and Superman having a daughter Lara was
irresistible. The Dark Knight III focuses on Lara and
Carrie Kelly (Robin). Azzarello is co-writing Dark
Knight III with Miller. He always wanted to work
with Miller and came to the project easily. DiDio
asked about the mini comic in each issue of The Dark
Knight III. Miller always liked to experiment with
formats. In The Dark Knight Returns in order to get
more story per page, Miller had more panels per page
than usual. Miller likes the gimmicks and hopes the
mini comic story will surprise the reader. The mini
comic is also a throwback to the format used by
independent comics used to promote their books.
Miller likes the challenge of working with a new
format. DiDio showed a preview of the next issue.
Miller explained the inspiration for Carrie Kelly. The
book Seduction of the Innocent, published in the
1950s, claimed that Batman and Robin were in a
homosexual relationship. Miller thought changing
Robin from a boy to a girl would put that notion to
rest. Miller likes woman and girl characters and
thought Robin would be Batman’s equal or superior.
The panel discussed how one becomes a comic artist.
An artist should know how things work rather than
what they look like. One should get formal training if
possible, understand storytelling, and have a thick skin
to break in the comic industry. It is preferable to be a
C student with drive than a lazy A student. The latter
will likely fail. A comic artist has to love to draw and
want to improve their technique. Someone asked
Miller why he depowered Green Lantern in The Dark
Knight comics. Hal J ordan, the Green Lantern, has
a ring that can make anything possible. In the comics,
he fights his enemies with objects like eggbeaters.
This seemed stupid to Miller and decided to depower
Jordan. Another audience member asked Miller about
the cover art in The Dark Knight Returns. The cover
shows Batman silhouetted against a lightning bolt.
Miller wanted to show Batman as a force of nature.
Miller was asked how does feel when his ideas are
used in the Batman films and shows. He liked it when
the film and show makers do it well. Another audience
member asked Miller about having Dick Giordano as
the editor of The Dark Knight Returns. Giordano was
not afraid to comment on the work and was gentle as
an editor. Giordano helped make the book better.
William Shatner told the audience what he was
doing before coming to Megacon.
He went to Ottawa for a presentation of the Canadian
(Continued on page 6)
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Megacon 2016 Panels

Clockwise starting on the top left:
William Shatner
The Dark Knight III Panel (left to right)
Frank Miller, Brian Azzarello, Andy Kubert, Klaus
Janson, Megacon Tech, Dan DiDio
Burt Ward and Adam West
Gail Simone,
Christen Basel and Kayla from MarkWho42
podcast
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coins that will have Star Trek images on them. Then
he went to Germany for a public appearance. The
Germans were very efficient in running the event and
photo opportunities. Shatner went to Rome for an
appearance that was not as organized and went on
whirlwind tour. Foreign food has never impressed
Shatner since he can find the same food with better
quality at Ventura Boulevard in Los Angeles. His
Roman tour guide took him to a restaurant and for the
first time found food better than the places on Ventura
Boulevard. After Megacon, he is going to Vancouver.
Shatner expressed his joy with travel. Someone asked
about what he thought about the new Star Trek films
produced by J.J. Abrams. Most of the original Star
Trek films had small budgets but performed well.
The studio never increased the budgets. Later films
with the Star Trek: The Next Generation cast did not
do as well. Abrams films made enormous profits. One
of the reasons for this was that computer generated
effects made the films easy to make. Shatner
discussed that challenges working in the CG
environment. Actors have to stare at a spot and
imagine what the creatures are and react to them.
During the time of the original series, good stories
made the audience forgive weak special effects.
Someone else asked about how Shatner works so hard
at his age (Shatner is 85). Shatner joked that he needs
to eat. Shatner enjoys to work. He explains that one
must have passion about their work. A young boy
asked about Shatner’s favorite Star Trek villain. He
told the story of seeing a talented dancer in New York.
The dancer hurt himself in a horse riding accident.
The dancer injured his hip, had to abandon dancing,
and went into acting. That dancer was Ricardo
Montalban, who played Khan in the original series
and the second Star Trek film. That was his favorite
villain. Another fan asked about “Nightmare at 20,000
Feet”, an episode of the original The Twilight Zone he
starred in. The story dealt with a man seeing a monster
on the wing on the plane he was a passenger on. The
design of the monster did not impress Shatner. He
thought it was his reaction that made the episode
work. He will occasionally perform that reaction on
airplanes. Another audience member asked Shatner
what his favorite personal project was. He works in
horse breeding and participates in equestrian events. It
is a challenge for him working with horses and has
gotten better at with time. Shatner discussed his talk
show The Raw Nerve. They changed the standard
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seating arrangements used in talk shows. This made
interviews easier to make and more fun for all
involved. Shatner told a story about Leonard Nimoy
visiting his grandparents in Boston. His grandfather
would always check Nimoy’s shoes as indication to
how well he was doing. Someone else asked what
Hogwarts House he belong. Shatner did not
understand the question but the person who asked
explained that this would indicate how he feels about
himself. Shatner says that he still deals with issues of
inadequacy. The last question was what his favorite
Star Wars film was. Shatner does not follow Star
Wars closely but said George Lucas is a great
filmmaker and explained Star Wars success made the
Star Trek films happen.
Peter David told the origin of his career. He
started out a newspaper working the crime beat. This
was depressing and decided to get out the news. He
eventually got a job at Marvel’s sales division. He
worked at sales during the day and worked on books
and comic scripts at night. After writing for a few
years, he asked DC if they were interested in giving
him work. When DC said yes, David quit the sales job
and became a full time writer. His last day at Marvel
was the same day as Spider-Man and Mary Jane’s
wedding at Shea Stadium. David wrote the ceremony
and watched it from the stands. David wrote many
movie tie-in novels. He worked on the book for the
Swamp Thing movie. He got the script and thought it
was awful. He decided to rewrite the story and send it
the publisher. The film producer, Michael Uslan, saw
the manuscript and said they should have filmed what
David wrote and approved the book. He was able to
write novelizations quickly and well, but Marvel and
other companies stopped publishing film
novelizations. David talked about his role as host of
the Dragoncon Masquerade. Once he came to host
dressed as Moses since Charleton Heston cancelled
his appearance at Dragoncon. As Moses, David parted
the audience. He ended heckling at the Masquerade.
As host, he controlled the proceedings. At his first
Masquerade as host, a costumer did an odd
performance for their presentation. After the costumer
left Peter David said, “What the Hell was that!” Now
this phrase is part of the Dragoncon masquerade. If an
unusual act comes out, the audience begs David to
“Say it!” His favorite work was The Atlantis
Chronicles, which tells the story of the history of DC
Atlantis focusing on Aquaman’s ancestors. He is also
fond of two characters he created: Spider-Man 2099
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Megacon 2016 Costumes

(Left

to Right)
First Row:
The Red Skull, Kid Flash and Artemis, Jubilee of the X-Men, Tyree and Nona from the Star Trek episode “A
Private Little Wat”
Second Row:
Black Manta and Aquaman, A Classic Star Trek Klingon, Velma and Shaggy from Scooby Doo, Sarah and
Jareth from Labyrinth

Page eight
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and Fallen Angel. The latter was to be a continuation
of Supergirl, but DC cancelled that comic and David
used the ideas in a new comic. DC cancelled Fallen
Angel and David got the rights. He published more of
the story for IDW. David wrote the Hulk for 12 years
but left when editorial decided to take the character in
areas that he did not want to go. In his last issue of
Hulk, David showed all the plot ideas he had to tell.
David likes working on various projects. Novels are
his favorite since there is no one between him and the
audience. Other mediums like TV, film and comics
need others to make it work. The writers that
influenced him are Edgar Rice Burroughs, Fritz
Leiber, Stan Lee, and Harlan Ellison. A conversation
with Ellison inspired David short fiction story
“Brodsky’s Date with Death”. It is about a man that
death cannot get. David explains that writers have to
be observant. Once on a subway David observed a
young woman and correctly determined that she was
an actor on the way to an audition. David does not
have a consistent work schedule. Some days he will
write a lot and not at all on other days. There are rules
to writing but they can be broken, as long the writer
does not bore the reader. David never read the Hulk
after he left. The only writer who did the Hulk in a
way that interested him was Dwayne McDuffie. David
explained how he incorporated Multiple Personality
Disorder (MPD) in the Hulk. Bill Matlo wrote a story
about Bruce Banner’s father abusing Bruce as a child.
David considered that this abuse led to a manifestation
of MPD. The different versions of the Hulk reflected
these other personalities and this is why Banner could
never cure himself of the Hulk. With the help of the
Ringmaster (a hypnotist) and Doc Samson (a
psychiatrist), Banner was able to merge the
personalities. At the time, doctors treated MPD in this
way. William Wallace of Braveheart was the
inspiration for David’s Captain Callhoun from Star
Trek: New Frontier. David adapted Stephen King’s
Dark Tower series for comics. David corrected some
King’s grammar from the original edition, which led
King to fix the book. David left Spider-Man 2099
when Marvel fired the editor of the 2099 line. Marvel
announced it was bringing back Spider-Man 2099.
Fandom demanded via the Internet that David write
the book. Marvel gave David the book with a short
deadline for the first issue and a preview story.
Adam West and Burt Ward, Batman and Robin
from the 1966 TV series, were doing a farewell con
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tour. West thanked the crowd for coming. Ward loved
working on the show even though at times it was
dangerous. Someone asked how they handled conflict
on the set. West recommended listening to all sides of
the issue. West and Ward are working on a project.
They cannot talk about it yet but they assured the
audience it would be exciting. Another person asked
was there any character they wanted to bring to the
show. West wanted Raquel Welch. The guest villains
that came to the show always impressed Ward. West
said all the actors wanted to be on the show and join in
the fun. Another audience member asked who the
most difficult guest actor to work with was. West did
not wish to name names but implied that director Otto
Peminger, who played Mr. Freeze, was hard to work
with. West said the most important lesson in life was
not judging people. West’s favorite episode was the
pilot where he danced the Batusi. Someone else asked
what Marvel characters they wanted to play. Neither
of them was familiar with the Marvel characters.
When asked what his favorite moment on the show
was, West said there were too many to mention. They
appreciated the fans that kept the show alive. Due to
plane schedules, the Q&A had to end early so fans
could get autographs and photo opportunities.
Gail Simone told how she started in the comic
industry. She owned a hair salon but wrote a blog
about women in comics. The blog caught the attention
of the comic fans and pros. She got scripting jobs
from independent comics and eventually got a
contract from DC. Classic fairy tales, Stephen King,
Ernest Hemingway, Alan Moore, Grant Morrison, and
G. Willow Wilson influenced her. To break into
writing requires a lot of work, passion, and will. She
advises would be writers not to listen to naysayers and
have something to say. One should try to have a
unique prospective. Simone said she met a woman
working on story. She wrote about a traditional family
and found it difficult since two fathers raised her.
Simone told the writer to write about her own
experience. People need to know what is special about
them. Simone hopes the comic industry opens up to
more diverse writers. The playing field has improved
for women writers. She would like to write SpiderMan and Mary Marvel. Simon would like to see a Cat
Man and Wolverine crossover. She explained about
writing in other mediums. One needs to understand
the medium. She uses different parts of her brain for
other mediums. Simone does not follow trends. She
(Continued on page 10)
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Megacon 2016 Costumes

(Left to Right)
First Row:
Time Lords from Doctor Who, Winter Soldier and Scarlett Witch, Capable and Nux from Mad Max:Fury
Road, Captain Marvel
Second Row:
Carl Kolchak from The Night Stalker, Zira, Cornelius and baby Milo (aka Caesar), Cyclops and Phoenix of
the X-Men
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tries to be original and hopes to build up the audience.
She has two creator owned (she has the rights to the
work) projects in development. One involves a hitman
switching bodies with a homemaker. The other project
deals with a curious girl who lives in world that
discourages curiosity. Simone is not good at outlining
but has been getting better at it. She recommends
getting the work out to the world and let audience find
it. Writer Terry Moore wrote his comic Strangers in
Paradise for himself and the audience found out it.
Simone recommends writers read movie summaries to
help prepare for story pitches. Simone sustains her
career by working multiple projects. If she is stuck on
one project, she works on another. Her comic
Megaopolis was part of a Kickstarter campaign. She
wanted to work with her Secret Six artist Jim
Califiore. The campaign was successful and Dark
House decided to publish the book. While working at
Dynamite, Simone help redesign the costumes for
Vampirella, Red Sonja, and Dejah Thoris. Her dream
project is seeing one her creations on the screen. She
likes writing flawed characters and building them up.
Simone would like to work on one of the DC TV
shows but would not like to commit to a writer’s room
for a year. She does not ask to include diverse
characters. She writes stories with diverse characters
and the publisher never asked her to remove them. An
audience member asked if there are any other versions
of Batgirl she would like to write. Simone would like

to write for Cassandra Cane.
Costuming did not change at Megacon this
year. There were a lot women dressed Carol Danver’s
version of Captain Marvel. There were also many Star
Wars costumes, especially Rey. Most impressive
costume was Tyree and Nona from the Star Trek
episode “A Private Little War”. This year I decided to
upload all pictures to the Florida Cosplayers and
Cheap Ass Costuming Facebook pages.
I went to a few other events. I saw some
Doctor Who panels done by the MarkWho42 podcast
team. I saw a Tampa based group do a shadow cast of
the Firefly episode “Out of Gas”. I saw Cheap Little
Punks from Tampa shadow cast The Rocky Horror
Picture Show.
The great thing about Megacon 2016 was it
had in more big name comic guests. The previous
owners only invited big guests every other year. I
hope that in the future they use them on panels
discussing writing or the comic industry as well as the
one on one interviews they did this year. I also hope
they give more details about their non-actor guest
panels. The participants of these panels deserved to be
recognized.
See you next Memorial Day weekend.

Megacon 2016 Costumes
(Left to Right) Catwoman and Batgirl from Batman (1966 TV Series), Shego and Kim Possible
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Award News

ANTHOLOGY

(source Locus website)

Old Venus, George R.R. Martin & Gardner Dozois,
eds. (Bantam)
COLLECTION

2016 Locus Awards Winners
The Locus Science Fiction Foundation announced the winners of
the 2016 Locus Awards. on Saturday, June 25, 2016 during the
Locus Awards Weekend in Seattle WA.
SCIENCE FICTION NOVEL
Ancillary Mercy, Ann Leckie (Orbit US; Orbit UK)
FANTASY NOVEL
Uprooted, Naomi Novik (Del Rey)
YOUNG ADULT BOOK
The Shepherd’s Crown, Terry Pratchett (Harper;
Doubleday UK)

Trigger Warning: Short Fictions and Disturbances,
Neil Gaiman (Morrow)
MAGAZINE
Asimov’s
PUBLISHER
Tor
EDITOR

David G. Hartwell
ARTIST
Michael Whelan
NON-FICTION

FIRST NOVEL
The Grace of Kings, Ken Liu (Saga)
NOVELLA
Slow Bullets, Alastair Reynolds (Tachyon)
NOVELETTE

Letters to Tiptree, Alisa Krasnostein & Alexandra
Pierce, eds. (Twelfth Planet)
ART BOOK
Julie Dillon, Julie Dillon’s Imagined Realms, Book 2:
Earth and Sky (self-published)

‘‘Black Dog’’, Neil Gaiman (Trigger Warning)
SHORT STORY

‘‘Cat Pictures Please’’, Naomi Kritzer (Clarkesworld 1/15)

The Locus Awards are chosen by a survey of readers in an open
online poll that runs from February 1 to April 15. We welcome
and invite everyone to vote in the poll. Our recommended list for
2015 can be found here.

Around Orlando
Top: SF panel at America Library Association conference
Left to right: Brian Stavely, Katherine Addison (aka Sarah Monette)
Catherynne Valente, Charlie Jane Anders
Bottom
Chuck Wendig speaking at the Orlando Book Festival
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Joe Fan
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Orlando,FL 32805

